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A professional

supplier of CNC machinery founded in 2003, Campro Precision
Machinery Co., Ltd. recently has launched its newest U series 5-axis machining center.
The horizontal double column machining center
features not just improved structural design for
enhanced stability but also an A-axis that can be
tilted from 30 to 120 degrees and a 360 degree
rotatable C-axis, along with a direct drive motor
and built-in linear scale and angle encoder. The
machine assures efficient, easy processing
of complex workpieces with high precision.
The machine’s built-in high-speed (12,000 rpm)
spindle boasts high torque force and stability when
in full action, and features low energy dissipation
and the ability to prolong the lives of cutting tools.
The 3-axis linear guideway coupled with a linear
scale also helps to enhance the machine’s stability, while
the numerical control made by Germany’s Heidenhain
ensures easy operation and speedy auxiliary computing.
Over the past years Campro has constantly engaged in the
development, manufacturing, and marketing of a variety of
CNC horizontal lathes, CNC vertical machining centers, and
other high-precision machine tools such as high-speed mold
making vertical machining centers and slant-bed type CNC
precision lathes. All these products are sold under its own brand.
Also, the company expertly handles OEM (original
equipment manufacturing) and ODM (original design manufacturing) orders from
customers worldwide. Its factories in Taiwan and China roll out over 30 sets of
various CNC machine tools with X-axis travel from 900mm to 2,200mm per month.
Devotion to quality along with consummate processing capability help account for Campo's
steady growth. It has been approved under the ISO 9001 system and has achieved CE
certification by professional bodies in the U.K. and Taiwan. It has built up processing lines
that turn out high-precision parts and workpiece in-house, enabling it to supply machining
tools that help customers sharpen their competitive edge.
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